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MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY, MISSOULA, MONTANA

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1936

VOLUME XXXV. No. 35

Varsity Musical Show to Be Held Tonight
Richards Speaks
Grizzlies D rop Close
On Fire Hazard
Game, Cheney Quintet
Of Forest Plants!
Emerging Victor, 31-29

They Dared Publish It!
Razz Sheet for Tonight

NYA Applications
Will Be Accepted
From March 2-7

Student Union Building
Theater Will Be Scene
Of College Production

Thursday, the mournful howl of
an anguished dog emanating from
behind
the men’s gym presaged
Professor Says Blaze Susceptibility
Deans’ Council Will Consider New
the forthcoming demise which is
' Parallels High Temperatures
Petitions for Work; Number
expected by the editors of The
Of Warm Season
Is Not Determined
Abattoir, Journalistese for slaugh
New applications for NYA employ
Lead Changes Hands Nine Times During Tilt; Score Tied Plant chemistry and its relations to ter house, following the release of
Thirteen Acts, 225 Students Are Entered in 1936 Vodvil;
ment during the spring quarter will
fire resistance, a new field for inves-1 Dirty Sox’s successor in the razz
On Four Occasions; Cubs Beaten by Independent
Whitcomb to Preside as Master of Ceremonies;
publication field at Varsity Vodvil
be accepted from March 2 until March
tigatlon, was discussed by Dr. Leon
Poison Team; West and Miller High Men
7, inclusive. Students who are now
Richards before Phi Sigma, national | tonight Busily engaged in put
“Abattoir” to Be Issued
ting the final touches upon what
employed under the NYA must renew
biological fraternity, last Friday night
their applications at this time.
Sigma Delta Chi's ballyhoo as the
in the Eloise Knowles room of the
Montana Grizzlies dropped a 31-29 game last night to Cheney Student Union building.
Two hundred and twenty-five students will be featured in 13 stu
In order to qualify for NYA work,
“greatest, positively the most as
Normal Savages after Keithley had sunk a basket leaving the Griz Dr. Richards explained that the re tounding, reveals-all sheet in his applicants must have at least an av dent-written and student-managed acts to be presented tonight at the
erage
scholastic
standing
in
the
uni
1936 Varsity Vodvil in the Student Union auditorium. Seven main acts
zlies two points behind with one minute of play left. The lead changed search consisted in general of an in tory” the superstitious campus
nine times and was tied on four occasions. The Poison Independents vestigation to determine the nature of scribes in the shack were chilled versity. Selections are made by the and six cover acts are scheduled for the three-hour program. Social
Deans’ council. The number of stu ------------------------------------------ :-------- ^fraternities and sororities entering
to the very marrow of their bones
plant
constituents
as
related
to
their
won the preliminary game from the®dents who will be granted work
by the legendary omen of soon to
susceptibility to fire, and also how,
ivora and
anu p i
C /v lu v /v l
Iacts are Sigma Kappa, Phi Sigma
university Cubs, 34-28.
Kappa_
arrive disastrous consequences.
who are not employed by the n y a |
with the change in seasons, the for
The Savages took a four-point lead
now cannot be definitely determined
During the past weeks sleuth
est’s understory consisting of certain
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Sigma Chi and
in the first minutes until Glover made
at
present,
but
several
new
applica
shrubs, herbs and grasses is likely to | ing stooges of the scandal monDelta Gamma. Cover acts are spona free throw, and Blastic and Chumtions will be acecpted.
gering fraternity have been gum
influence the fire hazard.
sored by Independent men, Kappa
rau sank long shots. Rebensdorf,
Students who have been doing un
shoeing into the Journalism build
To prove this, he said that in the
Alpha
Theta, Delta Sigma Lambda,
sharp shooting guard, sank two midsatisfactory work during the winter
ing, tapping thrice upon the door
spring the crude fiber content was
Independent women and Sigma Alpha
floor shots, L. West made several McDowell and Yallton Are Present low, the percentage of fats, oils and
quarter will be dropped from the NYA j Affair to Be Held on February
to the press room and whispering
Epsilon.
short shots, and Danekas scored twice
At Consecration Ceremonies
list at the end of the quarter.
Local Druggists and Alumni
the pass word “Dirt” upon re
volatile substances was slight, but
Awards for the competition will be
to lead the Cheney scoring In the first
In Capitol City
All new applications and reappllcaInvited by Students
quest from the inner guardians of
with the waning of the season the in
$25 and a 16-inch bronze cup to the
half. Thomson, Miller and Glover led
tions must be made at the NYA time
strict secrecy. Spies in every fra
creased temperatures and lower rela
men’s and women’s acts winning first
the Montana scoring and Keithley
Joe McDowell, Deer Lodge, and Leo tive humidities seemed to bring an
keeper’s office not later than 5 o’clock
ternity, sorority, dormitory and
The pharmacy school will hold its place; a ten-inch silver cup to the
made a last minute basket to put the Vallton, Seattle, Wash., Newman club increase in the amount of fats which
dwelling house in Missoula have
on March 7.
annual dance February 29 in the cop winners of second places, and the
Grizzlies ahead tfi-16 at the half.
delegates to the consecration o1 lift the kindling temperatures, in
endeavored to get the lowdown on
per room of the Student Union build winner of the cover act competition
Kerns, Sheney guard, and Miller Bishop Joseph Gilmore at Helena, re creasing the rate of spread as well
their associates’ activities and The
ing. The dance is to be closed this will be presented a nine-inch silver
sank long mid-floor shots In the first turned to the campus Thursday bear- as the intensity of the fire.
Abattoir will bear printed testi
year to all but pharmacy students.
plaque.
minutes of the second half and An ing greetings from the newly installed
mony which will attest to their
The committees have been picked
Winners of the 1934 Varsity Vodvil
derson evened the count with a free head of the Catholic diocese. Bishop
industry. The publication’s can
and final arrangements are being were Kappa Kappa Gamma and Phi
throw. West and Kerns counted often Gilmore expressed keen interest in the
did cameraman has been working
made. Downtown druggists, clerks Delta Theta. Sigma Kappa and Phi
in the last period and Cheney steadily activities of the university students
overtime of late as have those
Committees Are Appointed by Spur, and alumni of the school are to be Sigma Kappa placed second.
forged ahead with nine minutes of play and promised an early visit to Misgifted with pens dripping with
Bear Paw for Annual Affair
invited.
Master of Ceremonies
soula.
Conversations
with
Archbishop
remaining. With the score 23-81 in
caustic sarcasm, invective and wit.
The committees are as follows: EnRay Whitcomb, yell king, will be
favor of Cheney, Miller made two long Howard, Portland, Oregon; Bishop Western Manager of Play Publishers
“This artistic masterpiece of
Plans for the annual Bear Paw- j tertainment—James Adams, Kalispell;
the
master
of ceremonies during the
tosses good and Keithley sank his Kucera, Lincoln, Nebraska; Attorney
the age will positively have no
Will Speak on Royalties
Spur dance to be held in the g o ld |H Armand Allen, Missoula; Joseph
evening and will be used as a unifying
General Nagle and many other prom
advance sale, all copies will be
last-minute basket
room of the Student Union building Braley, Valier; James C. Brown, Mis
dispensed by members responsible
Diminutive L. West, with 11 points, inent religious, state and civic leaders
March 7, have been completed, accord soula; Fred Dickman, Missoula; Os element during the intervals between
Miss Floyd Crutchfield, western
the main acts. He will be assisted by
for their production, at both
led the Savage scorers, and was sup disclosed an alert interest in the re-1manager for Samuel French, the larging to the committee in charge.
car Hanson, Forsyth.
a masked stooge who will be un
est publishers of plays for amateur
shows tonight, for the inconse
ported by Kerns and Rebensdorf, ligious activities of local studentB.
The dance this year will be a pro
Date committee—Louis Good, Bon masked after Impressive ceremonies.
quential sum of one dime. FreeSpeaking at the civic reception fol- production in the world, will speak on
who scored often on long shots.
gram affair. Music will be furnished ner; Joseph Lucier, Frenchtown; Mrs.
Whitcomb
said Thursday that most of
Charles Miller, Grizzly guard, was I lowing the consecration ceremonies the question of royalties Monday a t
for-all battles in defense of pub
by Nat Allen’s orchestra.
Alice Pering; Jessie Walton, Colum- his performance and the announcing
second high for individual honors | these members of the state clergy and j ternoon i„ r00m 107, Main hall,
lished material will be engaged in
The joint committee working on the b£a Faus
of the acts will be in pantomine with
laity stressed the integration of reMiss Crutchfield, whose headquarfollowing the second show and all
making 10 points.
dance includes Jean McConochie,
Arrangements committee — James
the stooge appearing at unexpected
ligion and good citizenship in the real- j.ers are jn lq3 Angeles, California, is
comers will be met—via corres
Lewistown; Lela Woodgerd, Missoula, Vicargj LIving8ton; Francis Jones,
(Continued 01 Page Four)
and unscheduled moments.
ization of democratic ideals. Among on an annuai tour of the western
pondence from Seeley lake, future
and Mona Kerruish, Missoula, for the Cut Bank
Varsity Vodvil management an
the speakers was Andrew V. Corry,
gbe will speak on why royalwinter headquarters of the scoopSpur organization, and Ed Lieiphelmer,; __________________
nounced Thursday that arrangements
local faculty member, who represent-1 y es ara charged for amateur prosters,” was the statement made by ■Butte; Victor D’Orazi, Missoula, and I
had
been made to present John Graone of the culprits yesterday
ed the laity.
ductions and upon what grounds they
velle in several baritone solo num
During their stay In Helena the may be reduced.
while making arrangements for
bers. In place of the planned massed
a hasty departure following Var
local delegates were guests of Father
Barnard Hewitt, director of drafinale number, arrangements have
Riley, president of Carroll college.
mattcs, staled, “Miss Crutchfield’s adsity Vodvil.
been made to provide surprise enter
--------------------------- dress will be of especial interest to
tainment as a finale.
CORRY CONTINUES PROGRAMS
prospective teachers of English, muUnusual Sets
-------sic and students who intend to proSets for the acts were constructed
Sixteen Bouts Scheduled This afternoon between 4 and 5 duce plays In elementary and high
by
the
organizations
entering the
o’clock Andrew Corry, instructor in schools.”
In First Eliminations
Men’s Gymnasium Is Scene competition and are more elaborate
English and humanities, is giving
---------------------------Of Tournament
than any Varsity Vodvil sets ever
For All-Professional
a record recital of: Madrigals. ^ T h e s e . ’ A r e p 0Stp0ned
Forestry and Business Ad Teams
President Will Address Three Groups
used. The sets have necessitated the
recitals are primarily for members of
.
Are Paired in Initial Game
Game Monday
Including One in Helena
Three fast bouts In the gymnasium the humanities class and their friends.
construction of three special drop
For t in a n c ia L R e a s o n s
Of Hurried Schedule
backs, and 20 platforms for the
Wednesday started the ball rolling to but others may come. They are being j
Two of the country’s outstanding
—----------President George Finlay Simmons
ward the finals of the annual M club i
,n Maln hallj room 205.
dancers.
There will be no matinee mixer next
Inter-college basketball will have professional basketball teams will
tournament. Three men stepped closer |
.
I
,, ,
______________ _
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority has
week. Because of small crowds the will' address a meeting of alumni and
university
at Great,| it8 atart February 27, w ithsix schools
. , ,j meet at the men’s gymnasium
. , Monday
, constructed and will use a special
N H H H _______
to the finals and their opponents were
last two mixers have not proved fin friends of the H
The schedule .will be rushed night when the orig nal Harlem Globe
^
„ flfteen {eet
eliminated.
ancially successful, which has result Falls on Saturday evening, February
In the first bout, George Fritz, New|
ed in the necessity of postponing the 29 The subject of Dr. Simmons’ talk ttobugb; in order to finish before final Trotters, famous colored clowns, play high and required 16 pounds of special
examinations. Those schools entering the bearded House of David quint
gilt finish. Phi Delta Theta fraternity
has not yet been announced.
.
J
..
,
,
... . .. , „ , , ,
York City, used his height and reach
dances until a later date.
The following evening, Dr. Simmons teams are Journa!lam’ Law> «»ar- The game will start at 8 0 clock,
is using a circular step platform more
to advantage and won the judges’ de
The Montana Student Union will
Busine8B Ad’ B’ore8tl^ ’ and
The Trotters, traveling for the ninth than eight feet high. The Alpha Phi
cision over John Timm, Missoula.
sponsor the matinee mixers, possibly will speak at the union meeting of
and
Methodist
and
Sciences.
season,
have
an
amazing
record.
Last
and the Kappa Kappa Gamma soror
John Thomson, Missoula, dropped a
on Tuesday or Wednesday of the week the Congregational
Harry Adams, minor sports di- year they won 164 out of 156 games, ities will use a special luminous paint
after next. The management has ex churches in Great Falls.
two-round decision to Bradley Ek
The Klwanis club of Helena will rector, asks that all schools entered ] played in 16 states and three prov- in one act which, when used with a
pressed the hope that more upper
stedt, Dooley. Neil Chidley, Missoula, I
—----------see him as soon as possible to ar- j inces in Canada. Only five players filter on the spot light makes every
one of the favorites to cop the welter- Q u a r t e t Takes Sigma Alpha classmen will attend future matinee have Dr. Simmons as a guest speaker jf ange their practice schedules.
were carried on this 25,580-mile trip, object on the stage not coated with
Monday noon, March 2.
weight title, was off form and was
— mixers.
The teams entered and the dates for Ibut this year one more man was added
Epsilon Last Night;
the paint invisible.
forced to extend himself in the last
games are as follows: February 27— las a replacement in case of illness of
Special Newspaper
Finals Monday
round to win from a short and willing
IForestry vs. Business Ad, 7:30; Law one of the regulars,
A special edition of the “Abattoir,”
opponent, Harry Stockman, Hamilton.
vs. Pharmacy, 8:30. Monday, March
The team, under the management successor to “Dirty Sox,” will be is
Jn the eliminations Friday there I Sigma Nu, last year’s winners, won
2—Law vs. Business Ad, 7:30; Arts of A. M. Sapersteln, will feature In- sued by Sigma Delta Chi, profes
will be eight bouts. These bouts andUke second men’s preliminary of the
and Sciences vs. Pharmacy, 8:30. man Jackson, six-foot three and one- sional journalism fraternity, and will
eight more Monday will finish the 1930 interfraternity singing contest
Tuesday, March 3—Journalism vs. | half-inch center, who formerly starred be sold at the performance.
first-round eliminations. The fights between the halves of the game beI Law, 7:30; Forestry vs. Arts and I with the City College of New York., Ticket sales, under the direction of
will start at 3 o’clock on both days, 'tween the state university and Cheney Excess of Disbursements Over Receipts Totals $83.16; Sciences, 8:30. Wednesday, March 4 1Jackson, captain, is playing his sixth
George Scott, ticket manager, have
The program for Friday is as fol- Normal last night. Sigma Alpha EpHospital and Infirmary Bills, X-ray Service Cost
I~ Art8 and Sciences TS- Buslne83 Ad’I'M «th the Harlem team and is m gone ahead steadily and a capacity
lows: Poston vs. Churchill, under 12518n0n was the only other contestant,
7:30; Pharmacy vs. Journalism, 8:30. his fourteenth year of independent house is expected. Special blocks of
pounds; Martel vb . Smallwood, 125 to
The last preliminary will be sung
$1,651.70; Student Refunds Large
Saturday, March 7—Journalism vs. basketball.
seats are being held until the final
135 pounds; Fidler vs. Lewis, 145 to tomorrow night at the Gonzaga game.
_______________
IArts and Sciences, 10 A. M. Monday,
Harry Russan, five-foot tour-inch night to insure seating for everyone
155 pounds; Jensen vs. Walsh, 155 to The final contest will take place next
■r
•
j„ • „
£-||
4 4 7nQ aa
March 9—Forestry vs. Pharmacy, forward, is the scoring sensation of and to prevent scalping of the tick
165 pounds; J. McCauley vs. More, Monday evening when the Harlem
To cover expenses incurred during the fall quarter, $ 4 ,7 0 9 .5 3 was I M. Tuefldayi March jo u r n a lis m the team and an all-American colored
ets. Each organization entered in the
135 to 145 pounds; S. Wharton vs. o i0be Trotters and the House of spent by the university health service, according to
a recent report | yg Forestry, 7:30; Arts and Science I forward. Whileat Paul finals
Quinn colhas purchased a block of seats.
Ross, 135 to 145 pounds; Wayne Lind- David meet in the university gym.
made by Kirk Badgley, assistant business manager. A cash balance TS Law, 8:30, and Wednesday, March iege |n Waco, Texas, Russan entered Seating arrangements will put stu
gren vs. Bennett, 155 to 165 pounds;
The singers for the winners last of $284.97 was remaining in the fund on July I, 1935. In addition|ll, Business Ad vs. Journalism, 7:30. the game and has since continued his
dents on one side of the house and
Halland vsi Farnum, 165 to 116 night were John Gravelle, Hamilton; to this amount, a sum of $42.85, col-®------ — ---------------------------------------1
---------------------------sensational career. The other players, townspeople on the other. Tickets are
pounds.
Koyne Osborne, Livingston; Bernte lected prior to the beginning of the Iand expenses cost $623.12. This sum j THETA SIG CONSIDERING
each as sensational, are Opal Court- priced at 40 and 55 cents.
The first four bouts will take place gjaholm, Great Falls, and Emerson
quarter, was added to the includes medical supplies issued j
MATRIX TABLE SPEAKERS ney, Pat McPheison and Robert Fra
Members of the staff of the 1936
from 3 o’clock to 4 o’clock. The re-1 Miller, Missoula. They sang a medley | $4,259.25
“ __
received from fees at the be- through infirmaries and the health
-------zier.
Varsity Vodvil are Jocko Shenk, man
My win
Girl oi
of Sigma Nu" I ""; :.
mainder will start at 4 o’clock. Judges composed of "My
£ the £aU
arter and $40, 1service office—$513.76; travel, nurses’ Six women, representing three fields | The Davids, who appeared here
aging director; Arthur Kuilman, as
for the fights are CreggCoughlin, and “I Hail from the State o
on
serum charges, leaving a total mileage, taxis and ambulance service, of literary work, are being considered once this season, will feature Charles sistant manager; Stanley Koch, pub
WiijoLindgren and William Murray. tana.” Osborne is the only replace- ^ ^ >626_17 for whlch t0 be accounted. $102.20, and a telephone bill of $7.16. as possible speakers for the Matrix | (Red) Johnston, who played with Cenlicity director; Collins Johnson, stage
' ment ° " J * 8 Tjnha E n silo/w as repAn excess in disbursements amountHospital and infirmary bills, includ- Table of Honor, whieh will be given Itral Normal of Indiana, and Jerry technician; Richard Pope, master elec
WILL SPEAK TONIGHT
year. Sig
P
hamr)B M)s. ,ng t0 $83.16, is the result of the pur- ing X-ray service, were higher than by members of Theta Sigma Phi, 1Martin, St. Louis university, forwards trician, and George Scott, ticket man
resented y
P
Jim Reyn- chase of medical supplies in large any other service, amounting to women’s national honorary journal- Slim Curtiss, who has played with the ager.
Because of a special two-hour pro S?? ™
»nd Dave Thomas quantities which will be used through-1 $1,651.70. Of this sum, $1,395.75 was Ismfraternity, during the sprang j Denver Pigs and theUnited Milk
Judges of the competition have been
gram scheduled for station KGVO last olds, Billings, and Da^ le“
f’ „“t * e remainder of the year.
! paid out for hospital bills, and $255.96 quarter.
| team, at center, andCharles Kezba
selected, but at their request the
Friday night, Dr. Louise G. Arnold-1 Butte. Their song was I L Kohn
The health service director re- for infirmary expenses.
From this group, which includes j and Harry Beelman at guards.
names will not be announced until
son’s talk on the Valois kings of the
The judges were Mrs.
1cgjygd $677.50 in wages for the quar-1 Of the total sum, $1,415.66 was re-1 three newspaper women, a playwright | In three years of touring the un- after the awarding of the prizes. Five
chateau of the Blois, was postponed, and Mrs. W. L. Bailey.
R _ I" ‘,'” wark payments amounting to I turned to students for medical service I and two short story writers, the prin- j shaven quint has won 242 and lost 34 judges will be used In deciding the
It will be given at her regular hour,
Sigma Kappa an
ppa
|
'
d t nurses, proctor j and prescriptions on a 70 per cent re- clpal speaker for the banquet will be games. Last year they won 93 of 104 winners of the final presentation.
8:45 o’clock tonight over station Gamma will sing tomorrow night in |» 4 « .» were maug
|
1
played.
selected.
(Continued on Paco Four)
and clerical help for wages. Supplies 1fund basis.
KGVO.
the final preliminary.

Bishop Gilmore
Sends Greetings
By U Delegates

Pharmacy School
|
Will Give Dance
In Copper Room

Honoraries Plan
Dance March 7

Miss Crutchfield
To Talk Monday

Fritz, Chidley,

Be“

sphy' s“ 7lUe’for the B ea rd ed M en,
Globe Trotters
Inter-College Ball

Ekstedt Given

Ring D ecisions

Simmons to Talk
At Falls Meetings

jSigm a Nu, 1935
Champion, W ins

S in g in g P relim

H ealth Service Spends $4,709,

Badgley’s Fall Figures Reveal!

League to Start
On February 27!

W ill Play Here

Alph8"m phI Delta J
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The Kaimin Restates Its Policy
During the past few years we have often heard the statement made
that newspapers which say nothing, although they do it quite well,
are far worse than those which clumsily attempt to present an honest
opinion even though their vices of over-sensationalism and indiscretion
are great. Those newspapers which say nothing and do nothing, offer
no leadership nor interpretation in this complex modem world, of
course, receive little criticism for they do not frequently antagonize
anyone. They belong to that dead class mentioned by Dr. Carl Moore
in his inaugural address last week when he said, “So far as is recorded
in human history no mummy ever made a mistake.”
It is only this year that the Kaimin has made any sustained effort
to come out of the “mummy” class and that with the realization that
college papers function under a set-up strangely different from their
privately-owned contemporaries in the professional world. A col
lege paper is published by the students of its college and as such its
editors are placed, to a certain degree, in the roles of hired publishers.
It is their duty to print the events of the campus inhabitants. They
must accept every issue so much in the way of publicity, academic
notes and a little stale news which has already made the rounds of the
campus through a talkative student body living in concentrated areas.
During the half year which has passed we have attempted to do this
in a manner pleasing to those who expected the publicity and at the
same time have attempted to put out a more interesting Kaimin. There
have been times when stories have not been played as prominently
as some would have desired and times when stories were omitted be
cause of the pressure of other events which we judged to be more
important in a publication with limited space. Of those things we must
be the sole judges.
We have listened to the “gripers” and “soreheads;” we have made
every effort to handle the news in a fair, rational manner; we have
attempted to maintain an impartiality as regards campus organiza
tions; we have attempted to portray student opinion and student
trends in the mirror of the college paper; we have experimented and
strived for improvement. Inevitably we have made mistakes; we
have unavoidably made enemies and similarly, through no specific
effort, a few friends.
During the remainder of 'the year we intend to continue this policy
and to draw from our past experiences in producing a better paper.
We hope that our mistakes will be fewer and that we may satisfy those
finding fault—if we can do so without forsaking our stand to remain
out of the “mummy” class.

“I Promise Not to Fall in L ove. . . ”
Believing that if we must have teachers’ oaths, we should go all
the way instead of restricting them merely to patriotic sentiments,
Representative Scott of California has offered to Congress a parody
on such pledges for District of Columbia teachers. His proposed
amendment to the bill, however, is no parody but the actual wording
used in teachers’ contracts in a small North Carolina town. Part of
it is as follows:
I promise to take a vital interest in all phases of Sunday school
work, donating of my time, service ana money without stint, for the
benefit and uplift of the community.
I promise to abstain from all dancing, immodest dressing and any
other conduct unbecoming a teacher and lady.
I promise not to go out with any young man, except insofar as it
may be necessary to stimulate Sunday school work.
I promise not to fall in love, to become engaged or secretly married.
1 promise to remain in the dormitory, or on the school grounds,
when not actively engaged in school or church work elsewhere.
I promise not to encourage or tolerate the least familiarity on the
part of any of my boy pupils.
I promise to sleep at least eight hours each night, to eat carefully,
to take every precaution to keep in the best of health and spirits, in
order that I may better be able to render efficient service to my
pupils.
Representative Scott’s proposed amendment sharply points out the
absurdity of such oaths, but there is a danger in presenting it. The
same majority in Congress which thought it wise to require District of
Columbia teachers, before they could receive their salary checks, to
swear that they had not “taught Communism” during the previous
month, might take it seriously and legislate it into law.
Up the rungs of the political ladder in recent years has come Alf
Landon, governor of Kansas and at the present time a strong candidate
for the Republican presidential nomination. His strongest claim to
recognition lies in the fact that he has balanced the budget for Kansas.
To do so he has sliced off expenditures for the care of the aged, for
schools, for state officials’ salaries, for all forms of relief. We admire
the man who can balance a budget in these days but we question
whether or not it is desirable when done by such methods. In the long
run Kansas may suffer; certainly it will not benefit through the cur
tailment of educational facilities and by refusing to help shoulder the
burden of its aged and unemployed.
The sons of those who had asked England for liberty or death are
wondering if they haven’t been bested in the bargain. After 200 years,
the swaddling infant that had cast aside the breast of her Mother Coun
try for the Bottle of Freedom, is angling about for a refill. It has
begun to dawn on us that taxation without representation wasn’t half
so bad as taxation without money.—Gordon Flint.
Reading over the story of the recent Cat-Grizzly game, we conclude
that mayhem must have resulted every time a Bobcat got close to
the basket. . . Just to be nice to the Grizzlies, we wish them luck over
here the twenty-ninth, but personally, we hope we beat the daylights
out of them.— Montana Exponent.

MONTANA

A ROUNDER
and

’----- 1
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday
Varsity Vodvil.............. Student Union
Saturday
Sigma K appa.........................—Formal
Alpha XI Delta....installation Formal
Delta Gamma......-....-.......- ..... Formal
Delta Sigma Lambda............... Formal

— ABOUT — 1
The thing this campus
Weeds of late
Is a gal who’s not hungry
After a date.
HOROSCOPE
February 31, 1936
Good Influences are especially ap
parent In today's horoscope, so consequently It Is the'day to push all Im
portant affairs, such as consideration
of a blind date to Co-ed and reading
thermometers.
A boom is seen for all those em
barking upon new enterprises such as
tattoo removing, bustle fitting, scissor
grinding and sewing gold braid on
German band uniforms.
Persons born on this date will be
especially fond of peroxide blondes,
cabbage soup, limburger cheese and
bannana pie. Persons not born on
this date will undoubtedly like other
things.
The influences of Jupiter and Venus
seem to favor maneuvering for seats
in the lounge and congregating in the
vestibules of North hall.
The day is apt to prove unprofitable
for those engaged in kidnaping and
selling hot bricks.
Something we will never see
Is A1 Smith backing
Franklin D.
Or Herbie Hoover
For the presidency.
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Tonight Varsity Vodvil will stage a
comeback — and from all reports it
promises to be the most successful
one yet to be presented. Saturday
night the Student Union ball rooms
will accommodate Delta Gamma, Al
pha Xi Delta and Delta Sigma Lamb
da, when they present their respective
formal dances. Delta Gamma will use
the Silver Toom. Chaperons for their
dance will be Mrs. O. M. Judy, Miss
Helen Gleason, Mr. Fay Clark and
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Teel.
The Copper room will be used by
the Alpha XI Delta sorority. Their
chaperons will be Dean Mary Elrod
Ferguson, Mrs. Victor Skinner and
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Powell. Delta
Sigma Lambda will entertain in the
Gold room. They will be chaperoned
by Dr. and Mrs. G. B. Castle, Dr. and
Mrs. E. E. Bennett and Mr. and Mrs.
F. R. Hazelrigg.
Sigma Kappa sorority will entertain
with a formal to be given Saturday
night at the Elks’ temple. Les Smith’s
Campus orchestra will furnish the
music. Chaperons will be Professor
and Mrs. Douglas Fessenden and Mr.
and Mrs. A. J. Lewandowski. Guests
at the dance will be Dr. and Mrs. T.
T. Rider, Mr. and Mrs. John H. Rein
lets, Mrs. John Martin Keith and Miss
Charlotte Russell.

And from our Paris correspondent
we learn that the French nation is
At the Sororities and Fraternities
willing to talk to Uncle Sam about
Marion Miller and Josephine Fause
the war debts on anything but a franc
were Friday night dinner guests at
basis.
the Alpha Xi Delta house.
Delta Delta Delta held formal initia
I wonder it the man
tion Saturday for Mildred Carlson,
Is still at large
Twin Bridges; Lucille Davis, Shelby;
Who had nerve to invent
Helen Heldel, Helena; Mona Kerruish,
The cover charge.
Deer Lodge; Eleanor Larson, Mis
soula, and Marie Lasby, Townsend. A
BLAH ARRIVES
breakfast was given Sunday morning
at the chapter house in honor of the
new initiates.
Tuesday luncheon guests at the
Kappa Alpha Theta house were Ruth
Phelps, Dillon, and Mary Kohn.
Jo Messner was a Wednesday lunch
eon guest at the Sigma Kappa house.
Wednesday night dinner guests at
the Sigma Kappa house were Lucille
Helean, Lois Anderson and Jo Mess
ner.
Lois Anderson was a Thursday
Starting on his state-wide campaign
luncheon
guest at the Sigma Kappa
(or election to the U. S. senate, Psuedo
house.
E. Blah arrived in town yesterday.
Doris
MacMillan,
Fort Benton, visit
Caught by our candid tintyper, the
Peoples’ Choice is seen spinning down ed at the Sigma Kappa house Wednes
day.
University avenue in his stream-lined
Mrs. B. F. Kitt was a Wednesday
Rolls Royce. Accompanying him is
Prexy Jimmy Meyers, who presented luncheon guest at the Delta Gamma
hause.
Blah with a key to the bleachers.
Caroline Kennedy was a guest at
In an exclusive interview, Blah said
the
Delta Gamma house for dinner
he was in (avor of establishing a new
natural science course In the univer Wednesday evening.
Dinner guests at the Sigma Nu
sity, “How to Wolf on the Fraternity
house Wednesday were Dean and Mrs.
Brothers, 39 xyz.
R. H. Jesse, Dean and Mrs. J. E. Mil
ler and Dean and Mrs. R. C. Line.
PARABLES OF HUDAMORE
A buffet dinner was given at the
THE SEER
Sigma Alpha Epsilon house Wednes
And Io it came to pass that during
day evening in honor of Lauren Fore
the time whenst the ground was covman, eminent supreme recorder of the
ereth with a mighty snow and a Great
national fraternity who visited the
Blizzard didst ravage the country,
local chapter during the week. He is
Hudamore the Seer was visited by a
on a tour of inspection. Present, in
young woman, who was withal an
addition to the honored guest, were
Classy Number.
President George Finlay Simmons,
So the Wise One bade her to draw Dr. Harry Turney-High, Professor E.
up a stool and warm the soles of her -i. Freeman, Dr. R. L. Housman, Dr.
feet, but she didst naught but Stand J. W. Severy, Dean C. W. Leaphart,
and Flglt, and seemed not Inclined to Professor C. W. Waters, Professor I.
Throw the Ox, moreover.
W. Cook, Ivar Twilde, Carl Robbie, L.
And at last she cried out in a loud C. Ennis, P. T. Fitzpatrick, Orin Cure,
voice and doleful the ensuing Yarn: Peck McFarland and Joe Bain.
Oh ye, whose Strength of Brain exceedeth all others, I am in sorry fettle.
At the Dormitories
Because for the past five months come
Wednesday night Marie Lasby and
Michaelmas I havest been escorted Mildred Carlson were guests of Edna
about by Four Males, who are in their Ann Galt at North hall.
own right a senior, junior, sophomore
Tuesday luncheon guests at Corbin
and freshman respectively.
hall were Dean Ferguson and Mrs.
So now when the time Hath come Ray Nagle.
that I canst repay one of them for
Luella Head was a Wednesday din
the gold he Hath Expended, which one ner guest of Joy Gerharz at North
will it be?
hall.
And after much Thought and De
Betty Sherman entertained Jo
liberation the Seer spaketh: Go thy Marsh Wednesday evening at dinner
way in peace, and taking thyself to at North hall.
your abode wait until you do receive
Jane Clow was a dinner guest of
a phone call, and being it a man, No
Matter Who, invite him thereupon to
Co-ed, thus settle thy-Troubled Mind.
And so the Fair One didst depart
well pleased, and the Seer betook him
A R eal Drug Store
self to the Phone, and didst Pat Him
self upon the back while calling Her
528 North Higgins
Number.

Dr. Carl Moore
Is Your Birthday February 29, Woman?
Here’s a Free Ticket to Co-ed Formal Relates Functions
Of Human Glands
All university women whose birth
days fall on February 29 will receive
a special birthday present from A.W.S.
for Co-ed formal—in the form of a
free ticket to the dance. Esther
Swanson, chairman of the affair, an
nounced yesterday that those women
who have a birthday only once every
four years should notify her immedi
ately and obtain their tickets and pro
grams for the dance.
Plans for the dance have been com
pleted and it is expected that this
year's Co-ed formal will be one of the
biggest ever held on the campus.
Ticket sales will begin next week,
with special salesmen in the sorority
houses and residence balls. Indepen
dent women' and girls who live in
town may purchase their tickets in
Main hall on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday from 1 until 4 o’clock. The
ticket sales committee consists of
Dorothy Russel, Bozeman, chairman;
Marlon Mix, Missoula; Catherine
Murphy, Butte, and Katherine Bartley,
Great Falls.
The management wishes to stress

the fact that the dance will begin
promptly at 9 o’clock. All co-eds are
urged to make arrangements so that
they will be there on time.
Bill Pruess and his nine-piece or
chestra have been engaged to play for
the dance which will end at 12 o’clock.
Acting Dean Mary Elrod Ferguson
has granted late permission until 1
o’clock, in order that sororities may
have parties following the dance. The
Student store will remain open until
1 o’clock so that Independent women
may buy supper for their escorts.
The leap-year theme will be em
phasized throughout the entire pro
gram—novelty programs have been
purchased and the decoration scheme
will be carried out in traditional leapyear fashion. Students of the Fisher
School of Dancing will put on a floor
show during the intermission.
“Don’t forget, co-eds, it’s the big
gest event of the year for university
women—the place is the gold room,
the date is February 29, and you take
your best boy friend,” says Miss
Swanson.

P h i D elts Take

Substitutions: Sigma Phi Epsilon—
Lansen, Shiner; Sigma Nu—Lundberg,
Lockhart
Sigma Chi swamped Delta Sigma
Lambda, 32-8, Wednesday night Bob
Stone scored 14 points, making shots
from all angles of the floor to lead
all scorers, while Peltola made one
free throw and the only field goal to
lead the scorers for the losing team.
Sigma Chi (32)
D. S. L. (8)
Hartsell ( 6 ) ..........
Peltola (3)
Forward
Munson ____ __ ______..._Turnquist

Interfrat Lead
In H oop Race
Team Beats Phi Sigs, 24-18;
Squad Will Play One
More Game
Phi Delta Theta took undisputed
leadership of the Interfraternity bas
ketball race Tuesday night by defeat
ing Phi Sigma Kappa, the only other
undefeated team, 24-18. Only one
game remains for the Phi Delts and
by beating the Independents they will
win the championship. Four postponed games remain to be played.
Phi Delta (24)
Phi Sigs (18)
Wheaton (7) ............. _.N. Mariana (3)
Forward
Forward
DIssly (7) ... ................................. Nybo
Center
Crowley (4) ......................Shields (1)
Guard
Lacklen (2) ..................Matasovic (2)
Guard
substitutions: Phi Delta Theta—
Babich, Babcock; Phi Sigma Kappa—
Boettcher (4), Muchmore (1).
Sigma Phi Epsilon won the second
game Tuesday night, taking the Sigma
Nus, 15-10. Kent and Ruffcorn, with
seven and six points, respectively,
lead the winning attack while Johns
ton was high point man for the losers.
Sig Ep (15)
Sigma Nu (10)
Kent (7) ......................Zimmerman (2)
Forward
Jennings (2) ........
Johnston (6)
Forward
Lockrldge .............
i.....Vogel (2)
Center
Ruffcorn (6) ______
Hanson
Guard
Chabre ..............
McDonald
Guard
Lois Dunn at North hall Wednesday
evening.
Edna Knoblock had Ruth Harris as
a dinner guest Wednesday night at
North hall.
Catherine Constance Mullan, Idaho,
was a week-end guest at Corbin hall.
Mary Frances Hardin was a Sunday
dinner gueBt at Corbin hall.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Dr. Emerson Stone
Osteopathic Physician
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 2321

ROBBIE’S

THE TRAMP ABROAD
Jane Boden griping at Jocko Shenk
. . . Sigma Chis investing in ham
burgers shortly after their banquet
. . . Manning at the wheel as usual. . .
Joan Wilson receiving a corsage . . .
Hermit (Sheep Dip) Schwanke play
ing practical jokes . . . Ray Whitcomb
making up yells on the spur of the
moment. . . Sigma Delta Chis working
insidiously on the revived razz sheet
Dirty Sox—“Most daring in history"
(Paid Advertisement) . . . Jocko
Shenk beaming as advance sales for
Varsity Vodvil continue.

Eyes Examined — Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104

Dr. Carl R. Moore, executive head
of the* zoology department at the Uni
versity of Chicago, addressed a stu
dent convocation Tuesday morning at
11 o’clock in the Student Union audi
torium. “Regulations of the Life Proc
esses by the Endocrine Glands” was
the subject of Dr. Moore’s speech.
At present, Dr. Moore is engaged in
the revision of his chapter on the Male
Hormone in the volume on Sex and
Internal Secretions which was pub
lished in 1932 by the National Re
search council. This chapter, writ
ten by Dr. Moore, Ib considered the
most authoritative on the subject in
existence.
Dr. Moore addressed the Author’s
club and Missoula townspeople Sun
day afternoon. The speech was sched
uled for Saturday, but due to the fact
that the train on which Dr. Moore
came to Missoula was late, the talk
was postponed until Sunday.

Forward
Judge (3) ..........
Frlsbee (2)
Center
Stone (14) ................Seldensttcker (1)
Dolan (2) l_____ ______________King
Guard
Substitutions: Sigma Chi—Weingartner (3), Rice, Gilbert, Williamson,
Hall (4), Murphy; Delta Sigma Lamb
da—Ogg (1), Doak (1), Martin, Curdy,
Robinson.
Sigma Nu beat Alpha Tau Omega,
21-14, to break even for the week. Al
though the scoring was evenly divided,
Hanson, with five points, scored most
for Sigma Nu, and Lien scored fouT
for the losers.
Sigma Nu (21)
A. T. O. (14)
Lockhart (3) ______
Lowney (8)
Forward
White ....--------------------------McKinley
Forward
Hanson ( 5 ) ........
Lien (4)
Center
Chandler ( 2 ) .....
Walsh (8)
Guard
Baker .................
Flynn (3)
Guard
Substitutions: Sigma Nu—Miller
(2), Zimmerman (4), Johnston (2),
Lundberg (1), McDonald (2); Alpha
Tau Omega—Liech, Barry (1).

417 North Higgins Are. Phone $191

Walford Electric Co.
Wiring Supplies
244 N. Higgins

Phone 3566

Styled
F o r F o rm a l®

Your hair correctly styled adds
to the attractiveness of both
you and your gown.

AlUn’a
(Eljantt
114 East Haln Street

IT’S YOUR APPEARANCE
THAT COUNTS THE MOST

Fashion Club Cleaners
Phone 2661

N O T IC E
To University
Students
“A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT’S DREAM”
By Shakespeare, has been
booked to play the New
Wilma, one day only —
Wednesday, February 26.
Through special arrange
ments a special 5:15 p, m.
matinee has been arranged
for university students at
which all university stu
dents will be admitted for
40c. Please make your
arrangements accordingly.
•

•

•

Prices for 8 :30 p. m. show
will range from 82c to
$1.66. Handled exactly as
a road show attraction.

Dr. Georgia Costigan
Chiropodist
206 Wilma

Borg Jeivelry & Optical
Company
Eyes Tested — Glasses Fitted

NEW W IL M A 10cRIALTO25c
TODAY and SATURDAY!

TODAY and SATURDAY!

Two Fine Features

2 First-Run Hits . . .
’CRIME and PUNISHMENT”

JANE WITHERS in

“PADDY O’DAY”

A T I P ...

Pins the Most Unusual Picture
In Screen History

T o the Social Chairmen of Fraternity and
Sorority Houses:

“THE LAST WILDERNESS”

We are featuring Washington Birthday Cakes in form
of Hatchets, Cherry Angel Foods, Cherry Tarts and
Cherry Pies.
SPECIAL PARTY CAKES WILL RECEIVE
EXTRA ATTENTION

STARTING SATURDAYH Idnight. Show!

MAE WEST

BARK ER BAKERY, Inc.
Phone 4487

Schramtn-Hebard Meat Co.
FRESH and SALT HEATS, FISH,
POULTRY and OYSTERS

YES—

•

Dr. A. G. Whaley

Executive of University of Chicago
Is Speaker at Convocation
Tuesday Horning

Phone 4484

“KLONDIKEANNIE”

With EDWARD ARNOLD
HOOT GIB SO N in

“SWIFTY”
COMING SUNDAY!

Barbara Stanwyck
— And —

Robert Young
“RED” SALUTE”
A Fine Comedy Drama
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Grizzlies Meet Strong
Gonzaga Team in Last
Home Fray of Season
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ZIEDLER NEW LEADER
Big Sandy. Last summer he left for
Because he has received the com
New York and registered in the
Teachers’ college. He expects to com mission of second lieutenant in the
Reserve Officers’ Corps, Tom Roe re
plete his work next summer.
signed last week from the office of
Earl F. Sykes, a graduate in' the
captain of the local chapter of Scab
BOSSIER WINS nONOR
education school with a master’s de
Mary Bossier, Dutton, was initiated bard and Blade. Bob Ziedler, Plentygreen in 1933, is now attending the
Teachers’ college, Columbia univer as a member of Tanan-of-Spur at the wood, has been elected to fill the
sity, where he is working for a doc weekly meeting in the Student Dnlon vacancy.
building, Thursday afternoon. She
torate.
There will be a special Independent
After he finished his master’s work was selected from Alpha Delta Pi
In education he was appointed a sorority to fill the vacancy left by council meeting Friday at 6 o’clock
teacher in Windham. For some years Hilda Niemeyer, Missoula, who is not in the Student Union building. Every
council member must be present.'
he was superintendent of schools in | attending school this quarter.

Chaw Miller, High Scoring Sophomore Guard

Education School Grad
Working for Doctorate

Butte Business College Quint in Preliminary;
Washington Team Holds Victory Over Montana Men;
Bulldogs Have One of Outstanding Squads

Cubs Play

Intercollegiate basketball for 1935 will make its last appearance
in Missoula tomorrow night when the Grizzlies will attempt to reverse
the drubbing the Gonzaga Bulldogs handed them in Spokane. In a
preliminary game the Cubs will meet the Butte Business col
lege quint at 7 o’clock the same night.<S>----- — ------------------ ------------------1----The Bulldogs trounced the Grizzlies j
E n te re (J
in the first game after leading at the
half, 17-16. The Bulldogs have the
J n S e C O I ld R o i l l l d
best team In years and have beaten
both the House of David and the Har( J t 1 l ll'O W I r i c l l S
lem Globe Trotters this season.
_________
Coach Claude McGrath will bring I)oB(f Bm rn lcll(Is A„ Contestants
10 Bulldogs for the return Grizzly
With 22 Out of 25 Baskets;
encounter. Captain Herman Brass,
ls Is i owcst Total
one of the team’s most aggressive
_________
floor men and high in the team’s seor0nt o{ 102 contestants entered in
ing honors, will probably start at one t|)e annuai free throw contest, 16 have
forward berth, paired with Coerte Van quali{ied for the second round. This
Voorhis, consistent - playing senior is the first time since the contest be
Gale Seigle, 6 foot 2 inch center, is a gan that it has taken the total of 18
sophomore who has been playing reg baskets or more to qualify.
ularly.
Harry Adams, director of minor
Leonard Yandle, the sensational sports, announced that the second
scoring gnard who has made 197 round will be held before 4 o’clock,
points in 15 games, is the team’s Monday, February 24. The third round
sparkplug, although he is the smallest is to be held between Tuesday and
member of the starting lineup. Ray Thursday.
Leonard, his running mate at guard,
The leading scorer of the contest is
is adept at following up shots, as evi Doug Brown, with 22 baskets out of
denced by the 10 points he made 25 tries. Tom Scheffer and Ed Erlandagainst the Grizzlies in the
son are tied in second place with 20
game.
each. In third place with 19 are Cliff
Other members of the team are Smith, Howard Wheatley, Robert
Dave Hurley, a flashy sophomore top S t o e b 8, Kenneth McGovern, Don
ward; Jim Mathers, a first year I°r- Holmquist, Marvin Glover, Carter Wilward; Chuck Flajole, veteran guard,
and j oe Mariana. In fourth
from Seattle, who alternates with pjace wml ig apiece are Walter WetLeonard; Frank Pettyjohn, a center ze^
Thomson, Charles Miller, Joe
transfer from Southern Oregon Nor Pomajevich and LaRue Smith. These
mal, and Tom O’Donnell, sophomore men are eligible to enter the second
alternate guard.
round and will have 25 more throws
Montana will have Captain Hank The eight having the highest total out
Blastic, Bob Thomson and Doug of 50 baskets will be entered in the
Brown, forwards; “Tex" Glover and third round.
Don Holmquist, centers; Paul Chumrau, Charles Miller and Stevens,
Tex Glover, Tallest Man
guards. Mitchell, Keithley, Quam,
On 1936 Quintet
Marsh and Castles are alternates.
The Butte Business college will
probably start Nugent and McCaw,
forwards; Sullivan, center, and Bab
ich and Penny, guards, against the
freshman lineup. Lazetich and Hoar
will probably be the starting for
wards for the first year men, Seyler,
center, and McGee and Patterson,
guards.
Probable starting lineups:
Grizzlies
Bulldogs
............ Brass
Forward
...VanVoorhis
Forward

Former all-state Interschoinstlc star for Anaconda Copperheads is regular
on Grizzly squad although playing lib first season of collegiate basketball.

Recital Program
To Feature Vocal
Students Sunday

With a Water Lilly....................... Grieg
The Star .................................... Rogers
Waltz Song ................... Harriet Ware
Dorothy Ann.Ballly
VII
None But Lonely Heart .Tschiakowsky
Blue Are Her E y e s .......Winter Watts
When Two That Love Are Parted.....
............................................... Secchi
I Love T h ee............................. Grieg
John Gravelle

The winter quarter recital series
will be continued by the music school
this Sunday with a program by the
vocal students. The recital will start
at 4 o’clock in the Student Union
theater.
The program follows:
Janet Dion spent the week-end at
I
her home in Glendive.
To Spring............. .............
Gounod
From the Land of the Sky Blue
Agnes Walseth spent the week-end
Water ............................
Cadman at her home in Glendive.
The White Dawn Is Stealing....Cadman
Villanelle ......... .................. Del ’Acqua
I THE STORE FOR M ENI
Elizabeth Wright
II
Bayou Songs ........................Strickland
Mornin’ on ZeBayou
Ma LIT Batteau
Dreamin’ Time
Lil’ Jasmine Bud
GEO. T . HOWARD
Emerson Miller
III
§___ ____Franz
He Came
..........Del Riego
Homing ...
Reinold Becker
Springtide
_____ Massenet
Elegie .....
Helen Halloran
Love Call ......... .... ,____Anton Ruckaf
Three Russian Love Songs— — Lohr
Lifeless and Gray the Sea Lies
A Black Sea Song
Russian Snow Song
Dorothy Eastman
IV
Corner Higgins and Front
Summer
Time
on BrSdon........ G. Peal
Center
Cannot Help Loving Thee.....C. John
......... .Yandle
A Boat Song — ............................Ware
Guard
A Russian Lament................Del Riego
........Leonard
Chumrau ..
Ruth Harris
Big Lake, Texas, transfer Is pivot
VI
man for sophomore aggregation in adSunshine Song ............. -..... - ......Grieg
j dit Ion to being crackerjack shot He
is particularly effective on backboard
PHONE 2442
play.
The showing of the Grizzlies last
RAINBOW BARBER AND
Saturday night against the Bobcats
BEAUTY SHOP
demonstrated what a hard-fighting,
186 Higgins Ave.
Missoula, Mont.
Marcelling
Shampooing
highly-keyed team can accomplish
Order Your
Permanent
Waving
against supposedly superior odds. The
Haircutting by Expert Licensed Operators
team took the floor with their coach
Interclass
Basketball
Tourney
Now
Is
and themselves the only persons in
Under Direction of Irene Morrow
the gym thinking they had half a
For Co-ed Now!
chance against the best the Bobcats
Interclass tournament in women’s
could boast for many years. The
game ended in the Cats favor, but they basketball will start next Tuesday
We have no solicitors on the
For Those'Winter
campus. The Kalmin is our
will be forced to admit they were night. Irene Morrow, Great Falls, is
salesman.
mighty lucky to pull the game from manager. The games will be refereed
Evenings
by Leslie Vinal, instructor in physical
the fire.
education, and Ada Wood, assistant
o—0 —o
instructor. Umpires, chosen from the Horse Racing, Bingo, Keeno, Easy
Cheney Normal played here last
Money, Monopoly, and many others
coaching class, are Peggy Davis
night and the Gonzaga Bulldogs come
Butte; Thelma Buck, Kalispell, and to make winter life enjoyable.
Saturday night for what should prove
Olive Lewis, Missoula.
to be a replica of the Bobcat game.
HOME GROWN FLOWERS
A schedule of games for the tour
With the count against them in the
nament follows: Tuesday, February
previous game the Grizzlies will be
25, at 7:30 o’clock—freshmen
out to avenge the setback. If the sophomores; juniors vs. seniors. On
Grizzlies play the same hard ball they
w ill! Wednesday, February 26, at 7:30
did last Saturday night, they
o’clock—freshmen vs. juniors; sophmake it extremely interesting for the
j omores vs. seniors. On -Thursday
visiting team. It is the last home
j February 27, also at 7:30 o’clock
game this year.
I sophomores vs. juniors; freshmen vs,
o—O—o
seniors.
Saturday’s game will be the last

Cigars : Cigarettes
Tobacco : Candy
Beer on Draught
CORNER
Cigar Store

A tten tio n .
Co-eds!

Sporty Vents

Women’s Tourney
To Begin Tuesday

G A R D E N IA S

Adult Games

Garden City Floral
Company

Office Supply Co.

home game for Captain Hank Blastic. |
For three years on the football field j
and three years on the court, Hankj
has played and given his best for the j
Grizzlies. Athletes come, play and are
soon forgotten, making way for
younger, more enthusiastic recruits,
but to those of US' who know Hank, |
we believe it will be a long time be
fore another is found with his intense I
competitive spirit.
o—O—o
Much of the credit for the success
of the M club tournament must go to (
Cale Crowley. One of the best ama-j
tear fighters the state has ever turned
out, Cale has worked with untiring1
efforts to teach his pupils some of his
own skill. The boxing sense his stu-1
dents will show in the coming elim-|
t inatlons and finals ls a tribute to his
teaching powers.

COMMUNITY

A LIGHT
OF RIC H , RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO
stages, which involve carefully con
trolled temperature gradations.
Quantities of undesirable constitu
ents are removed. In effect, then,
this method of preheating at higher
temperatures constitutes a comple
tion or fulfillment of the curing and
aging processes.

Luckies are less acid. One of the
chief contributions of the Research
Department in the development
of A LIGHT SMOKE is the pri
vate Lucky Strike process, “ IT ’S
TOASTED.”
This preheating process at higher
temperatures consists of four main

Luckies are less acid

g ill

- 1

Excess of Acidity of Other Popular Brands O ver Lucky Strike Cigarettes

Ifo fo i dwmfcol test* show*|||
vthat other popular brands ^ f

<

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 15c
Just Ask for “Stndent Rate”

-h ave an j m

af atid 11y

‘ ipVOf lu c k y Sirtkeaf from* -

FRL & SAT, FEB. 21-22

VICTOR McLAGLEN
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“The Informer”

■V*'

Proclaimed the
“BEST PICTURE OF 1985"
—N. Y. Newspaper Critics
—National Board of Review
—Liberty Magazine
STARTING SUNDAY — Feb. 28

“Design for Living”
Gary Cooper Frederick March
Miriam Hopkins E. E. Horton

* RESULTS VERIFIED BY INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL LABORATORIES AND RESEARCH CROUPS

-IT ’S TOASTED"
Typewriter Supply Co.
312 North Higgins

"Your throat protection-against irritation

Chnck Ganghan

ROYAL IS W O R LD ’S N U M BER l.J Y j$ W R IT E R

I

-a g a in s t cough
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Margaret Orahood, Eloise Ruffcorn;
Plano Duo, Dorothy Schaefer, Dorothy
Truxler; Finale, Entire Cast Director,
Katherine Thayer; Stage Manager,
Mildred Swanson.
Phi Delta Theta—“Checkmate”
Director of Dramatics Announces List of Students Who Old
Chess Player, Will Baucus;
Modern Chess Player, Bob Bates; Old I Lewandowskl Will Give Secondary,
Will Receive Credit Toward Pledging the Group;
nigh School Pupils Points
King,
George Woods; Old Queen,
Fifteen Units Are Necessary
On Hoop Game
Rudy Merhar; Old Castle, Koko Eckley; First Old Bishop, BUI Andrews;
Barnard Hewitt, director of dramatics, has awarded Montana Mas Second Old Bishop, Willis Haskell; A. J. Lewandowskl, head basketball
quer points to the members of the casts and the production staff of the Old Pawns—Bill Stolt, Cliff Haugland, mentor, will give Instruction in bas
four one-act plays produced January 24. The plays presented were Robert Stillings, Carl Dissly; Old ketball fundamentals for boys In
Knight, Edward Lelphelmer; Modern
“The Bozeman Trail,” an historical sketch by Helen Geneva Masters; King, John Weaver; Modern Queen, grade and high schools Saturday
“The Baker’s Dozen,” a comic sketch^— :-------------------■
-----------:--------------Frank Stanton; Modern First Knight, Mailman, Robert Jens; Preacher, Bill
Robert Lacklen;. Modern Second
Swanberg. Ken Coughlin, director.
ner, by Thornton Wilder, and Eve-1
Knight, Harold Duffy; Modern Castle,
nlng Dress Indispensable,” a nonsen
Delta Gamma
Frank Shaw; Modern Bishop, Leroy
sical playlet by Robert Pertwee.
“Snow Time lik e the Present.”
Seymour; Modern Pawns—Charles
The present system ot awarding
Penguins—Catherine Murphy, Atha
Muller, Karl Conklin, PhU Garlington,
(Continued from Vase One)
points is based on the size ot the role
Quinn, Marjorie Hoeffner, Jule Sul
The first show will be presented at Kermit Schwanke. Mel Maury, di livan; Eskimoux — Jane Burnett,
played. When a student has earned
rector.
16 points he is eligible for pledging 7:30 and the second will start at
Doryce Lockridge, Ruth Avery, Ger
Kappas—“Crossing the Bar”
9:30 o’clock.
by the Masquers organization.
Andrew Volstead, Pat McDonald; aldine Garvey, Caroline Kennedy,
Acts and casts are as follows:
Five points were awarded to Har
Jean
McKenzie, Maryalys Marrs, Irene
Carrie Nation, Jean Wilkins; Cham
Sigma Kappa—“Sun Fantasy”
old Schecter, Deer Lodge; Claretta
Morrow; Seals—Geraldine Ade, DorDay, Audrey Lumby; Night, Jean pagne Waltz Chorus—Rosemary Gil otha Buck; Jack Frost, Marjorie Har
Dunn, Great Falls; Charles Pichette,
lie, Grace Parker, Teresa Soltero,
Great Falls; Robert Bates, Great Knapp; Slave Driver, Gertrude ThalBernice Luedke, Katherine McCarthy, ris; Snow Flakes—Helen Lane, Mar
Falls; Jean McConochie, Lewis town; mueller; Slaves of Night—Irene MarJean
Sheppard, Mary Sandford, Eliza guerite Johnson, Dorothy Bodlne,
Margaret Clark, Trout Creek; Arthur ceau, Audrey Beal, Lucille Helean,
beth Wilde, Mary Leaphart, Dorris Denise Flint, Marjorie Ensteness,
Rlngstead, Wolf Creek; Woodburn Genevieve Hamor, Margaret Clark, Hoover, Marjorie Lemire, Virginia Eleanor Snyder, Julianne Preston,
Brown, Hamilton; Sidney Strong, St. Margaret Johnston, Elizabeth Top
Lou Walters; Vocal.Chorus—Helen Elizabeth Downing, Clayetta Groff,
Ignatius; Joimae Pollock, Choteau; ping, Margaret Owens, Lois Anderson, Halloran, Helen Murtys Flint, Faith Irene Morrow, Helen Leary; Aurora
Eunice Pinckney, Missoula; Maryalys Audrey Wesslnger, Grace Nelson;
Embrey, Dorothy Ann Bailly; Manhat Borealis—Virginia Wilcox, Virginia
Marrs, Missoula; Doris Clark, Great Night’s Gift of Supplication—Em tan Cocktail Chorus—Edith Matheson, Granville, Catherine Jennings, June
Falls; Will Baucus, Great Falls; John erald, Hazel Rice; Emerald Chorus—
Colleen Shaw, Alice Barbara Wayne, Eldrldge, Nancy Lennes, Dorothy Kltt,
Alexander, Whitehall; Jocko Shenk, Irene Marceau, Audrey Beal, Lucille. Janet Dion, Agnes Walseth, Charlotte Esther Cunnlff, Ann Carey. Maryalys
Erie Pennsylvania; Robert Larson, Helean, Genevieve Hamor, Fern Tost; Randall, Effa Tilzey, Marlon Smith, Marrs, director.
Thompson Falls; Les Peters, Great Topaz, Josephine Messmer; Topaz Peggy Donahoe; Old Fashioned Cock
Falls; Richard Pope, Missoula; Lela Chorus—Margaret Clark, Grace Nel tail Chorus—Doris Albert, Mary Lou
Woodgerd, Missoula; Alberta Flatten, son, Lois Anderson, Fern Tost, Mar Hay, Barbara Keith, Jane Leonard,
Missoula; Lois Jane King, Missoula; garet Owens, Elizabeth Topping, Mar Helen Hoernlng, Marlon Mix, Jean
Jack Rimel, Missoula; Mary Asbury, garet Johnston, Audrey Wesslnger; McConophie, Ruth Klopfer; Cherry
Bozeman, and Helen Halloran: Ana Sky Maidens—Irene Marceau, Audrey Flip Chorus—Mary Kohn, Olive Mc
Beal, Lucille Helean, Genevieve
conda.
Leod, Kathleen Holmes, Dorothy Ann
Four points were awarded to Don Hamor, Josephine Messmer, Lura Bailly, Jane Boden; Ghost of Andrew
Fewkes,
Mary Katherine Mee, Ada
Larson, Great Falls; Margaret Lucy,
Volstead,
Pat McDonald; Shade of
Alice Woodgerd, Mabelle Gould and Decker. Hazel Rice, director.
Phi Sigma Kappa—“Jomeo and Bullet” Carrie Nation, Jean Wilkins. Betty
James Besancon, all of Missoula.
Jomeo Montague, Claire Nybo; Ru- Ann Polleys, director.
Three points were awarded to Jane
Slgs—“Bars and Stripes Forever”
Clow, Missoula; Kathryn Cope, Mis-1liet Capulet, Ray Boettcher; Benvolio,
Old Mose, Bill Marion; Joe Doaks,
soula; Herman Sampson, Billings; friend ot Jomeo, Homer Cushman;
Dave Swearingen; Tony the Wop, Vic
Brad Smith, Missoula; Wilbur Per- Tybelt, friend of Capulet, Bob Choate;
Hultige; Lem Corntassel, Ken Cough
rault, Sheridan; Margaret Cook, Mis Mercutio, friend of Jomeo, John Hanlin;
Zeke Hayrake, Bill Rightmlre;
soula; Bonnie Bosklll, Missoula; rahan; Paris, a young nobleman, College Prof, Joe Spenker; Gashouse
Francis Cook, Missoula; George Scott, Jomeo’s rival, James Zadra; Escalus, Louie, John Williams; Other Inmates
Great Falls, and Nan Shoemaker, Mis the Prince, Stan Nybo; Musician,
Augie Zadra; Mrs. Capulet, Albert —Tom Lajeunesse, Don Larson, Dave
soula.
Clarke; Keeper of the Keyes, Bud
Those awarded two points were Salansky; Jomeo's Stooge (In balcony
Adami; Cop Chorus—George Moffit,
Kathryne Phelan, Missoula; Dorothy Scene), Howard Cornwell; Patrons of
Kirk Hills, John Dolan, Louis Ross,
Morris, Billings; William Breen, the Cafe—Elmer Gits, Clifton Green, George Morrison, Byron Murphy;
Earl
Schenkenberger,
Fred
Dugan.
Butte, and Ruth Christian!, Red
Howard Fogelsong, director.
Lodge.
Alpha Phi—“Notes of Rhythm”
One point was awarded to Jean
Opening Sextette—Jane Clow, Nor
Lewis, Glendive; Carol Wood, Libby;
ma
Fletcher, Elizabeth Ruffcorn,
Adelaide Miles, Helena; Marlon Smith,
Elolse Ruffcorn, Margaret Orahood,
Missoula, and Tom Ogle, Butte.
Leah Orvls; Mood Indigo Chorus—
Frances Cook, Dorothy Jane Cooney,
Margaret de Mers, Dorothy Griffin,
Margaret Holmes, Marie Krinbring,
Clara Mae Lynch, Edna Peterson;
"Alone,” Eloise Ruffcorn, soloist,
Eulalie Jones, Leah Orvls; Frivolous
{Continued from Pago One)
COLLEGE LIFE is a
Sal Chorus—Maxine Janes, Ethelmae
Montana (29)
FG FT PF Pts. Kahl, Betty Lee Miller, Elizabeth
strain on the physique,
Blastic, If .........
. 2 1 1 6
with
its endless de
Ruffcorn, Vernetta Shepard, Esther
Brown, rf .........
mands on mind and
Stoner, Katherine Thayer; “Riptide,"
Glover, rf .........
body. Often, as a re
Jane Clow, soloist, Norma Fletcher,
Chumrau, rg ....
sult, digestion suffers.
Miller, I g ...........
Smoking
Camels eases
Patterson, r g ....... ....... 0
0 3 0
Thomson, r f .....
the strain of the busy
Ball, lg ................ ____ 1 0 0 2
Stevens, rg ......
w
h
ir
l—p
r o m o te s
Jacoby, l g ............ ........ 3 0 0 6
Keithley, I f .......
good digestion.
Price, rf .............. ____ 0 0 0 0

IBasketball Coach
To Instruct Boys
In Fundamentals

Hewitt Awards Montana Masquer Points
To Members of One-Act Play Staffs

by

Final Rehearsal
Held for Show

Members of Sigma Nu fraternity
morning, February 22, between 9:80
will give a radio fireside after Varsity
and 11 o’clock.
Vodvll tonight. Mrs. Alex Peterson
Lewandowskl said, “If boys of grade
will chaperon.
and junior high and high school age
Liebels’ Reading in Ethics has been
learn the primary fundamentals and
placed upon the two hour reserve
Frances Cardozo has withdrawn
learn them well enough to put them
shelf in the library for the use of the from the university. Miss Cardoza has
Into practice, they will develop into
I Catholic Ethics study group of the | been in the hospital for the last two
better basketball players.” The pri
weks as the resnlt of freezing her
mary purpose of the class Is to In Newman club.
feet during the recent cold weather.
struct boys in the fundamentals of
the game so that when they partici " Wesley Fellowship club will meet
pate they will know what to do and Sunday night at 6:30 o’clock in the
how to do It properly. Varsity play Methodist chnrch.
ers will assist In showing how the
A Bear Paw meeting will be held
fundamentals are to be carried out
Sunday, February 23 at 3 o’clock In
correctly.
Lewandowskl will stress various the Student Union building. All mem
types of dribbling, passing, shooting, bers must attend.
610 So. Higgins
H. McCain
Leroy Seymour.
starts, cuts, playing speeds, tipping
the ball at center, stance, approach
and footwork. In dribbling he will
coach the stride stop, the jump stop,
full pivot, outside pivot, backward
pivot, and the turn. Four types of
shots will be featured—the chest shot,
free shot, one hand lay In, one hand
push shot. Special shots will be dem
onstrated. The various types of passes
to be shown include the push, under
hand, baseball, bounce, hook and the
handed passes.

Grizzlies Defeated
By Cheney Quint

Totals ______
12
Cheney—
L. West, If ..............
5
Anderson, rf .............. 0
Eustace, c ........................0
Rebensdorf, l g ............. 2
Kerns, rg ...................... 3
Danekas, rf ..............
2
Erwin, rg .............
o
Totals ....................12
8 31
In the preliminary contest the Poi
son Independents won the return
game with the first year men, 34-28.
The Independents took an early lead,
and although ahead 10-18 at the half,
were outscored in the second period.
Sid Hoar, Cub forward, took in
dividual scoring honors, making 12
points.
Roullier, Clairmount and
Boettcher led the winners’ attack,
each making eight points.
Cubs (28)
FGFTPFPte.
*
9 2 0 .6
.................. 6 0 2 12
Roberts, If .
......... 1 0 0 2
Magee, c .... .................. 0 0 3 0

CLASSIFIED AD
FOR RENT—Rooqi for 2 university
boys, 1% blocks from university.
Phone 6614. 731 Beckwith Ave.

Friday, February 21, 1936

KAIMIN

—
— —
Totals .......... ........13 2 8 28
Poison (34)
Retz, 11................. ........ 3 0 1 6
Roullier, rf ......... ........4
0 0 8
Clairmount, c ..... ........ 4 0 2 8
2 0 4
Gregg, l g .............. ........i
Greener, rg ......... ........ 0 0 3 0
Boettcher, lg ___ ........ 4 0 0 8
— — — —
Totals .......... ....... 16 2 6 34

Notices

j

HAIRCUT

35c

0. K. Barbershop

EGONOMIC
SERVICE

“Service” has become a sort of handy by-word.
may mean much or next to nothing.

At this store the word is taken seriously. It is neither
an indefinite generality nor a can’t expression. Serv
ice here is real and tangible. And of all forms of
service we regard ECONOMIC Service as the first
function of a store and its primary justification for
existence.
In plain words, Economic Service means THE DUTY
OF PROVIDING YOU WITH WORTHY MERCHAN
DISE AT LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH
QUALITY. All other features of store service —
convenient and essential as they are — are secondary
to this great fundamental.

M issoulaMercantile
CO M PA N Y

Natural digestive action
notably increased by smoking Camels
People in every walk o f life get
"keyed up”...live too hurriedly.
The effects on digestion are
known to all! In this connec
tion, it is an interesting fact
that smoking a Camel during
ot between meals tends to stim-

ulate and prom ote digestion.
Enjoy Camel’s m ildness. . . the
feeling o f well-being fostered
by Camel’s matchless blend of
costlier tobaccos.
Smoke Camels for diges
tion’s sake!
Copyright, 1936, R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co., Winston-Salem, N.C.

IN B R IT ISH GUIANA —the LaVarres
ford a river. "Camels make any meal di
gest easier," says William LaVarre. Mrs.
LaVarre adds: "Camels* help my diges
tion, in the jungle or dining at home."

Cigarettes
CAMELS
LUCKIES
CHESTERFIELDS
OLD GOLDS

2 Packages, 25c
Per Carton - - - $1.22
Chesterfield Flat 50s - 29c

GEORGE LOTTf tennis
champion, knows how
over-exertion strikes at
digestion. He says: "1
smoke a lot. Camels have
a beneficial effect on di
gestion. They help me to
enjoy what I eat and get
more good out o f it,”

Smith Drug Store
South Side Pharmacy
GUESTS AT KUGLER’S, grand old Phila-

Look At That Brute
of a C h a ssis

re try to keep well stocked

-on the-

BUICK 8
Murray Motor Co.
Missoula, Montana

T U N E IN !
CAMEL CARAVAN
W ITH WALTER Ol'KEEFE
DEANE JANIS »TED HUSING
GLEN GRAY AND THE
CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
Tuesday and Thursday—9 p.m.
B.S.T., 8 p.m. C.S.T., 9:30 p.m.
M.S.T., 8:30 p.m. P .S.T .-over
W A B C • Columbia Network

It

